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Controlled release technology could provide a universal solution to the problems of patient compliance

and sub-optimal dosing that often plague modern pharmaceuticals. Yet, harnessing this potential

requires the ability to design drug delivery formulations which satisfy specific dosing schedules. This

review intends to portray how material properties, processing methods and mathematical models can

serve as effective tools for rationally tuning the duration and rate of drug release from biodegradable

polymer matrices.
1. Introduction

Biodegradable controlled release technology holds potential to

resolve patient compliance issues and adverse effects that

account for 10% to 14% of hospitalizations and $136 billion in

annual medical expenses.1 The reason for such potential is that

controlled release formulations can (in concept) autonomously

regulate the local and systemic administration rate of practically

any drug while, at the same time, resorbing harmlessly inside the
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body. However, the reason that the field has not yet realized this

enormous potential is that (in practice) generating a specific

controlled release formulation (i.e. one customized to the dosing

schedule demanded by any given medication) is extremely time

consuming and costly. As such, only 11 biodegradable,

controlled release formulations have reached the market.2 In

each case, the associated drugs have clear compliance risks

(elevating the need for extended dosing) or wide therapeutic

windows (relaxing the requirement for stringent control over

release). Yet, these medications represent just a small fraction of

drugs that could be improved with properly designed controlled

release formulations. By one estimate, at least 90% of the

top 100 best selling prescription medications could further

advance patient quality of life if they offered reduced dosing

frequency.3,4 From this viewpoint, the field can be said to have

broad therapeutic applicability, but comparatively limited

implementation.
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Fig. 1 Microscopy images of particle matrix cross-sections and exteriors

(inset). (A) In homogenous systems (like single emulsion microparticles)

the drug resides in-phase with the polymer matrix (adapted with

permission from ref. 12). (B) In contiguous systems (like double or water-

in-oil-in-water emulsion microparticles), the drug resides in pockets that

are separated from the polymer matrix (unpublished data).
Over the past two decades, a number of studies have aimed to

increase the efficiency of designing degradable drug delivery

formulations. The earliest studies sought to identify key physical

properties of the polymer matrices that determine release

behavior.5,6 Twenty years later, researchers are still experiment-

ing with a variety of new formulation compositions, polymer

chemistries and processing conditions in an attempt to tune this

release behavior.7–10 Over time, a number of system properties

and processing conditions have emerged as potential tools for

tuning the kinetics of delivery systems.4,11 However, a standard-

ized method of tuning remains elusive due to the complexity that

arises when factors, such as polymer chemistry, alter several

properties that determine release simultaneously, such as matrix

crystallinity, pH, degradation rate and hydrophobicity.8

To better evaluate the complex mechanics of release,

researchers have also attempted to implement mathematical

models. For a number of years these models have been applied to

experimentally acquired release data as a means of assessing their

validity.12,13 The earliest of these fitted descriptions often deviated

significantly from data or focused exclusively on initial or final

release.14–16 More recently, models are beginning to accurately

describe full complex release profiles, in many cases predicting

aspects of the delivery kinetics without the need for optimization

or ‘‘fitting’’.17–20 However, subsequent implementation remains

a rare occurrence because many of these models still require

parameter values that must be calculated anew from experimen-

tally acquired release data for each drug or polymer system

considered.

Overall, the combined efforts of mathematical and experi-

mental studies have produced a wealth of data on the various

behaviors of biodegradable polymer matrices. Some recent

reviews have sought to summarize advances in mathematical

modeling, cataloging the nuances of their approaches (empirical,

Monte Carlo, mechanistic, etc.).13,17 Still others have focused on

documenting experimental techniques, such as nano/micro

technologies for macromolecule delivery or the loading and

release of small molecules.4,11 Ultimately, mathematical models

and heuristic, empirical methods are simply two different

approaches to achieve the same ultimate goal: obtaining

a desired release behavior for a given drug with minimal time and

cost. Mathematical models quantify release mechanics and relate

them to tunable system properties, while empirical studies

uncover tunable system properties and relate them to quantifi-

able release mechanics. Keeping these perspectives in mind, the

wealth of data on biodegradable matrix controlled release can be

distilled down into a number of ‘‘design tools’’ (or system

properties and processing conditions that can be used to predi-

catively tune release). As controlled release formulations often

present complex release profiles, it is likely that more than one

design tool will be required to achieve total control over delivery

kinetics.

In this review, we will present an empirical and model-based

‘‘tool-box’’ containing a broad range of conditions that can be

used to adjust the release behavior of biodegradable polymer

matrices in various ways. We will focus primarily on the most

widely studied biodegradable polymeric materials (i.e. polyesters,

polyanhydrides, poly(ortho esters), etc.) given their prevalence in

the literature, long history of use, and similarity of fundamental

release behavior (encompassing both the underlying mechanisms
30 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 29–39
and resulting kinetics). Although the techniques that can be used

to control release in these systems are generally applicable to any

size, shape, and orientation of a degradable matrix, we will most

often refer to one of the most commonly reported configurations

of these matrices, a spherical particulate system (Fig. 1).

Regardless, these degradable systems are presently understood to

control drug release via fundamental phenomena of diffusion

(passive movement of drug), degradation (breakdown of the

polymer matrix), erosion (mass loss from the polymer matrix)

and dissolution (the solubilization of drug).8 By analysing the

attempts to control these fundamental system phenomena and

documenting their effects on release behavior, we can, corre-

spondingly, identify a set of tools for rationally designing custom

release behavior.
2. Experimental studies

Studies have empirically varied independent system properties

(such as matrix size, degradation rate or polymer molecular

weight) or processing conditions (such as emulsion type, solution

osmolarity, or solvent choice) and documented their effects with

in vitro assays. Each of these experimental variations can be

evaluated for its potential as a design tool that a scientist or

engineer can use to tune release behavior.

As a general rule, drug delivery vehicles can be tuned to

provide a specific rate and duration of release independently.

However, biodegradable matrices have been commonly observed

to produce up to three distinct phases: (1) an initial phase (a.k.a.

‘‘initial burst’’) that is typically categorized by the rapid delivery

of drug upon hydration, (2) a ‘‘lag phase’’ marked by a near-zero

rate of release for some period of time and (3) a ‘‘final phase’’

where measurable release resumes, typically in a Fickian fashion.

Therefore, it would be useful to classify tools by their suitability

for tuning the magnitude and/or duration of each individual

phase in order to gain complete control over release (Fig. 2).
2.1. Initial burst

Numerous studies have addressed the ‘‘initial burst’’ and

a summary of findings have been the focus of two reviews in the

past decade.21,22 Both of these reviews discuss hypothetical

mechanisms of ‘‘burst’’ release and potential strategies for pre-

venting or eliminating it. Maintaining the theme of this review,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Fig. 2 Tri-phasic release profile depicting: (A) initial burst, (B) lag phase

and (C) final release. Note that any one of these phases may or may not be

apparent depending upon the properties of the release system.
we will focus on the impact that individual ‘‘design tools’’ have

on the magnitude and/or kinetics of the initial burst.
Fig. 3 Comparison of burst magnitudes (% total release) from double

emulsion microparticles when varying size. Analysis was conducted on

data from three different studies: small molecule lidocaine,24 insulin

protein25 and melittin peptide.26 Initial burst magnitude of each system

was affected to different extents by changes in matrix size.
2.1.1. Tools for modifying the magnitude of the initial burst.

The initial burst can easily encompass all of release or even be

completely eliminated. However, no one method exists for

precisely targeting values across this entire range. Instead, studies

put forth a variety of techniques that change burst magnitude

with varying degrees of sensitivity.

2.1.1.1. Dispersion of drug in the polymer matrix. Several

studies have succeeded in creating dramatic reductions in burst

magnitude by forcing hydrophilic proteins to disperse in the

hydrophobic polymer matrix. For example, Fu et al. eliminated

the initial release of a water-soluble protein (human glial-cell line

derived neurotrophic factor) by using an ionic surfactant to

dissolve the hydrophilic protein in-phase with the polymer.23 In

contrast, an equivalent double emulsion formulation (with

polymer entrapping pockets of aqueous protein) produced more

than 70% initial release.23 A similar approach was adopted to

eliminate the burst release of insulin using PEGylation, which

aided the dissolution of the protein in dichloromethane.24 Prac-

tically, partitioning experiments can be used to determine if other

agents will dissolve/disperse in the same phase as the polymer

(e.g. organic phase) with the aid of surfactants or other modifi-

cations.25 Since this design tool simply involves the dispersion of

drug and polymer in a matrix, it should readily apply to any

number of systems.

Interestingly, less predictable results are observed when a

cosolvent is used to stabilize hydrophilic drugs in the same phase

as the hydrophobic polymer matrix.26,27 Using this approach on

insulin-loaded PLGA microparticles reduced burst magnitude

from 65 to 20%.27 However, when applied to another protein

(granulocyte colony stimulating factor), this technique actually

increased the magnitude of the initial burst.26 Yet both of these

studies produce single emulsion systems by dissolving a protein

in the cosolvent, dimethylsulfoxide before it mixing with a poly-

mer–dichloromethane solution. It is unknown as to the source of

the disparity, but it may be possible that this process may cause
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
protein molecules to aggregate into a separate phase, giving rise

to a measurable burst magnitude.

2.1.1.2. Manipulation of osmotic pressure. Subtle changes in

burst magnitude have also been achieved by changing the

osmotic pressure during the processing of systems that are

intentionally fabricated with an internal aqueous phase (e.g.

double (water-in-oil-in-water) emulsion systems, see Fig. 1B).

Accordingly, Jiang et al. tuned the initial burst of bovine serum

albumin (BSA) to values between 30% and 80% of total release

by adding salt or sucrose to the outermost aqueous phase during

microparticle fabrication.28 The same technique has been used in

other macromolecule-loaded systems to reduce the magnitude of

the initial burst.29–32 Within each study, the reduction in burst

magnitude was proportional the amount of NaCl added to the

outermost aqueous phase (i.e. the strength of the osmotic pres-

sure gradient driving water out of the microparticles). Because

osmosis is a fundamental process, this design tool should extend

to a wide range of contiguous systems, and is particularly

important to account for in systems where the drug itself

dramatically affects the osmotic pressure (such as plasmid

DNA).33,34

2.1.1.3. Manipulation of matrix size. A number of studies

have also varied matrix size to tune the magnitude of burst

release in double emulsion systems.29,35–37 While this property is

particularly easy to tune during fabrication, its effectiveness at

controlling the magnitude of initial release varies from agent to

agent. For example, initial release of the small molecule, lido-

caine, from polymeric microparticles dropped 30% as particle

size increased 10 fold.35 This trend is echoed over a larger size

span by polyanhydride particles loaded with butorphanol.37

However, the release of insulin was more sensitive to changes in

particle size, dropping 35% in magnitude from just a 3 fold

change in particle size29 (Fig. 3). Limitations arise as matrix size

is reduced to below 5 mm because such small bodies are readily

cleared in vivo by the reticuloendothelial system (RES, consisting
J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 29–39 | 31



of phagocytic cells like macrophages)38 or above 500 mm in

diameter as matrix hydration begins to effect the kinetics of the

initial burst.19,39 However, for median sizes, this method presents

an effective approach to tuning the magnitude of initial burst

release.

2.1.1.4. Manipulation of drug loading. Discrete changes in

initial burst magnitude have also been produced by altering the

drug loading. Working with a variety of model proteins (lyso-

zyme, carbonic anhydrase, and alcohol dehydrogenase), Sandor

et al. noted that decreasing drug loading from 7 to 1 wt% reduced

the initial burst from a high of roughly 80% to just 15–40% of

total release.40 Equally dramatic reductions in burst magnitude

have been observed following changes in peptide loading.29,36

Studies on small molecule release from polyester and poly-

anhydride implants have also reported similar trends.41–45 Limita-

tions to this technique do arise at low loadings (lower payload) or

high loading (breakdown of matrix structure, e.g. percolation).46

However, the simplicity and broad applicability of this tool still

make very attractive for inducing measurable changes to burst

magnitude.
2.1.1.5. Manipulation of initial porosity. In some cases,

controlled release matrices are fabricated to be porous instead of

solid, which can noticeably influence the magnitude of the initial

burst. One of the most common ways to produce such a system is

to increase the ratio of drug phase to polymer phase. In fact

a number of studies have even correlated scanning electron

microscopy images of microparticles porosity with dramatic

changes burst magnitude.32,36,47,48 Further, this relation holds true

for small molecule, peptide and protein release data, provided that

the pore size is large enough to allow for free-diffusion of the

agent.49 Another approach to altering initial porosity has been to

change the concentration of stabilizer or surfactant used in pro-

cessing. In such studies, altering the poy(vinyl) alcohol or polox-

amer concentration inversely changed burst magnitude on the

order of 10–20%.47,50 However, several reports note that stabilizer

concentration also impacted matrix size which may have also

accounted for observed changes as described in Section 2.1.1.3.36,51

Finally, post-fabrication pore-closing procedures, where matrices

are subject to thermal or solvent-based annealing, have also

successfully decreased the magnitude of the initial burst in porous

matrices.32,47 Hence, depending on the initial state of a polymer

matrix (porous or solid) altering processing conditions to change
Fig. 4 Drug distribution formed in microparticles manufactured using a nove

(C) 100 mm in diameter (adapted with permission from ref. 59).

32 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 29–39
its porosity can be an effective way of either increasing or

decreasing the magnitude of the initial burst.
2.1.2. Tools for tuning kinetics of the initial burst phase.

Methods for altering rate (kinetics) of the initial burst may also

prove useful if it can be manipulated to benefit the delivery

strategy. For example, rapid delivery of an antigen might be

necessary for the successful function of a controlled release

vaccine. Alternatively, slowing the initial burst rate may bring

the initial delivery of a prescription in line with its optimal,

constant (zero order) release profile.

2.1.2.1. Controlling drug dissolution rate. One way to influ-

ence burst release kinetics is to alter the encapsulated agent’s

dissolution rate. This has been accomplished by co-encapsulating

an agent with a variety of excipients.52,53 Experimenting with

different cyclodextrin excipients, Wang et al. were able to tune

the duration of initial release of b-lapachone (a hydrophobic

chemotherapeutic) to values between 1 week and 1 day by

complexing it with hydrophilic cyclodextrin of varying size.52

This approach to increasing burst rate should also apply to other

hydrophobic small molecules that readily complex with cyclo-

dextrin or other hydrophilic agents.22

Interestingly, reports describing the use of excipients to

decrease the rate of early release (rendering hydrophilic mole-

cules more hydrophobic) are absent from the literature, possibly

because evidence suggests that these types of systems exhibit little

to no initial burst.23 Further, a study intending to reduce disso-

lution rate by switching from amorphous to crystalline drug

reported a similar change in burst magnitude, but not kinetics.54

However, studies comparing agents with different intrinsic

dissolution rates have noted a correlation to burst kinetics in

polyanhydride implants.55,56 This suggests that methods for

reducing an agent’s dissolution rate could slow its burst release.

However, until such methods are realized, excipients remain

a reliable tool for increasing burst release rate of hydrophobic

agents.

2.1.2.2. Effect of radial drug distribution. A number of

different fabrication methods have been used to control the

radial distribution of drug within biodegradable polymer

matrices, thereby altering their initial burst kinetics. Such

heterogeneous distributions have been achieved with double-

walled microparticles which are formed by using multiple
l acoustic method. Particle sizes are as follows: (A) 10 mm, (B) 50 mm, and

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Fig. 5 Relationship between polymer molecular weight and lag duration

in macromolecule releasing systems. The lag phase duration (squares)

was determined by analyzing release data from a number of different

studies.25,27,42,77–81 The results fit a power expression (line, r2 ¼ 0.8565).
immiscible solvents to separate polymers of differing solubility

into core and shell phases. These systems consistently show

reduced protein burst kinetics when the drug is trapped in the

matrix core rather than when it is in the shell or loaded

throughout.57,58 Further, the extent of this reduction is propor-

tional to the thickness of the shell separating the drug-loaded

core from the outside environment.57 Coated implants (tablets,

discs, or spheres) made from polyesters or polyanhydrides have

produced similar results.59–62 Mixed results were observed in

some small molecule loaded matrices, which could be explained

by the preferential partitioning of such agents into the coating

shell instead of the matrix core.63–66 Fortunately, studies have

reported control over the radial distribution of small molecules

through an electrospray fabrication process.67–69 Piroxicam and

rhodamine loaded microparticles produced by this method

showed significantly slower initial release kinetics when drug was

concentrated at the matrix core than when it was distributed

closer the particle surface69 (Fig. 4). This technique was also

recently applied to macromolecule loaded (rhodamine–BSA or

FITC–dextran), double emulsion microparticles, but only the

magnitude of the initial burst was altered,70 as discussed in

Section 2.1.1.3. Between electrospray fabricated microparticles

and systems such as double-walled particles or implants, radial

drug distribution can successfully modified for a diverse array of

active agents.

2.1.3. Initial release summary. A number of different tech-

niques make it possible to tune the magnitude and duration of

the initial release phase. By altering the processing methods,

matrix size, osmotic pressure, or drug loading, the magnitude of

the initial release can be tuned to nearly any value between 0 and

100%. By altering the agent dissolution rate or radial drug

distribution, it is possible to tune kinetics of initial release as well.

Despite the encompassing applicability and diversity of these

tools for tuning burst release, future research into this phase of

release may still be warranted for yet un-investigated agents.
2.2. Lag phase

Following the initial burst, a lag (or pause in release) may occur

before the remaining encapsulated drug is released. By definition,

this phase lacks measurable kinetics, but may possess significant

duration. However, particularly slow initial release or, conversely,

early onset of final release may serve to disguise this phase. Hence,

the duration of the lag phase should be defined as time elapsed

between day 0 (while the competing burst phase is occurring) and

the onset of final release (a time denoting the resumption of drug

delivery).

2.2.1. Tools for modifying the duration of the lag phase

2.2.1.1. Setting of initial polymer molecular weight. Many

studies have shown that the duration of the lag phase can be

altered by varying the polymer’s initial molecular weight (Mw).

For example, Friess and Schlapp induced a 10 day lag phase in

gentamicin loaded microparticles by switching from a 13.5 kDa

PLGA to a higher molecular weight of 36.2 kDa.71 Comparable

results have been reported for small molecule loaded polyester

implants.72 This relation also holds true in peptide loaded

microparticles, as well.73–75 Macromolecule release data from
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
different studies also confirm a clear trend between lag phase

duration and the molecular weight of the PLGA matrix

(Fig. 5).23,40,75–80 This fundamental trend is only preserved within

a given class of agents, suggesting that effect of polymer molec-

ular weight is dependent, at least in part, upon some property (or

properties) of the encapsulated agent.71,73,79

2.2.1.2. Controlling polymer degradation rate. Another well-

documented tool that can be used to alter the duration of the lag

phase is the polymer’s degradation rate. For copolymers, this is

simply controlled by altering the ratio of the two monomers, with

degradation rate typically being inversely proportional to hydro-

phobicity of the resulting polymer chain. For example, in work by

Cui et al. where 9.5 kDa of 50 : 50 PLGA microparticles produced

a melittin release profile with an 8 day lag phase, while 10 kDa of

75 : 25 PLGA microparticles presented a 14 day lag phase.36

Similarly, Wang et al. tested ethacrynic acid loaded films of 110

kDa 50 : 50 PLGA and PLA which produced lags of 1 or 6 days,

respectively.81 This trend has also been echoed by polyanhydride

copolymer microparticles loaded with BSA,82 PLGA and PLA

fibers loaded with BSA80 as well as other polyester implants loaded

with small molecule drugs.83,84 The consistent performance of the

polymer degradation rate and initial molecular weight as tools for

controlling lag phase duration suggests that the two may act in

concert via a common property such as polymer lifespan.

2.2.1.3. Use of catalytic excipients. When a specific polymer

chemistry or molecular weight is desired (and therefore not

accessible as a tool to tune release), the degradation rate and, in

turn, duration of the lag phase can also be modified by using an

excipient. This is evident in one study where proteinase K

increased the degradation rate of PLA fibers eliminating all lag

from the release of paclitaxel and doxorubicin.85 This enzyme will

also catalyze the degradation of L-lactic linkages in PLGA

copolymers and consequently should shorten the duration of lag

phase in said systems as well.86 An anhydride (acid) has also been

used as a catalyst to hasten the degradation of poly(ortho ester)

matrices, completely eliminating a 2 day lag phase.87 This
J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 29–39 | 33



mechanism should apply equally well to polyester or poly-

anhydride matrices whose hydrolysis is also effected by the pres-

ence of acid.39 Future work is needed to determine if acidic

excipients will cause measurable damage to encapsulated peptides

or proteins.

2.2.1.4. Post fabrication irradiation. The duration of the lag

phase can also be reduced by g-irradiation.88,89 The most

dramatic changes produced by this method were reported for the

release of progesterone from PLA microspheres, where 100 kGY

of radiation reduced the lag duration from nearly 200 days (prior

to exposure) to just 50 days.89 Working with small molecule

loaded PLGA microspheres, Faisant et al. also reported a similar

trend when 5-fluorouracil loaded PLGA microparticles were

irradiated (4–33 kGy).88 These changes in lag duration can likely

be attributed to the cleavage of polymer chains in the encapsu-

lating matrix (e.g. reduction in initial polymer molecular weight),

a phenomenon whose effects are described earlier in this section.

Interestingly, both studies also noted an increase in burst rate,

phenomena not observed with other degradation-based methods

of altering the duration of the lag phase. While this method for

altering lag phase should apply to a wide range of polyester

matrices, its utility may be limited because: (1) it simultaneously

alters the kinetics of the initial burst, (2) it appears to be only

capable of shortening the lag phase (not lengthening it) and (3) it

may degrade sensitive agents such as peptides and proteins.

2.2.2. Lag phase summary. Controlling the duration of the

lag phase can be simply a matter of tuning the encapsulating

polymer’s lifespan. This can be accomplished by adjusting

polymer initial molecular weight or degradation rate, as well as

by using a catalytic excipient or g-irradiation. By carefully tuning

the lag phase it is possible to either merge initial and final release

into one seamless phase or separate them by considerable delay.

As lag phases were rarely observed in system releasing small

molecules (<300 Da), further study is warranted to determine

how best to induce and tune this phase in such systems.
2.3. Final release phase

Control over the final release phase can help to extend drug

delivery or even determine how pronounced the effects of the

initial burst and lag phase will be on the overall release profile.

Because this phase is responsible for the delivery of the remainder

of drug in the polymer matrix, its magnitude is (by definition)

predetermined by the magnitudes of the prior release phases.

However, the kinetics of this phase can still be readily tuned by

several different methods.

2.3.1. Modifying the kinetics of final release

2.3.1.1. Use of polymer blends. Firstly, the rate of final

release can be reduced (or its duration extended) by blending

together like polymers.71,73,90–93 For example, by adding together

equal measures of 36.2 kDa PLGA and 13.5 kDa PLGA, Friess

and Schlapp were able to extend the final release of gentamicin

(small molecule) from just 3 days to 7 days.71 Similar mixtures

have also been used to extended the release of peptides and

proteins.73,91 This tool has even used to sustain protein (lyso-

zyme) release from polyanhydride microspheres.93 Interestingly
34 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 29–39
enough, this method of reducing the final release rate extends

directly from methods for tuning the lag phase duration (which

also marks the time until final release). For instance, mixing

together polymers with different lag phases could stagger the

onset of final release, yielding an overall slower final release rate

than either polymer could achieve alone. Hence this technique

for modulating the rate of final release should prove effective for

any matrix system with an adjustable lag phase.

2.3.1.2. Control via copolymer ratio. Data also suggest that

duration of final release in polyester systems is dependent on the

copolymer ratio. Studies on melittin microparticles show that

poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid composed of equal amounts of each

monomer (50 : 50 PLGA) completes final release in just 2 weeks,

while 75 : 25 PLGA takes 3 weeks to deliver nearly the same

amount of peptide.36 A similar observation can be made for the

ethacrynic acid loaded films.81 (Note: in all aforementioned cases

altering copolymer ratio also adjusted the duration of the lag

phase via the polymer degradation rate, as described in Section

2.2.1.2.) While, this effect appears consistent across different

PLGA copolymers, further research is needed to better under-

stand its mechanism. Tuning common factors such as poly-

dispersity in the polymer molecular weight or semicrystallinity of

the polymer matrix (which lead to variance in the polymer life-

span94) may produce comparable effects in other polymer types.95

2.3.2. Final release summary. A relatively limited number of

techniques are able to alter the kinetics of the final release phase

for a number of different systems. Both blending like polymers

and altering the copolymer chemistry (for greater lactic content)

decrease the rate of final release, allowing for more extended

delivery. Similarly reducing polydispersity in polymer initial

molecular weight or reducing the copolymer’s lactic acid content

can increase the rate of final release.
2.4. Summary of experimental results

Many methods for tuning the release kinetics of biodegradable

polymer matrices have been tested in carefully designed experi-

ments on a variety of different drugs. The result is a set of

independent methods for tuning the magnitude or kinetics of the

initial burst, the duration of the lag phase and the rate of final

release. When used in combination, these design tools can

produce release profiles ranging pure the Fickian diffusion to

complex tri-phasic behaviors. In the latter case, when phases are

distinct, it is often clear how to apply the experimental-based

design tools discussed thus far. However, if phases are indistinct

from one another, mathematical models are often helpful for

determining the best way to control release behavior.
3. Mathematical models

In 1961, the Higuchi equation set a new standard for design by

permitting diffusion and solubility-limited release to be tuned

predictably through experimental system properties.96 This

equation predicted that the cumulative release of drug from

planar films of cream or ointment would be proportional to the

square root of time provided that a ‘‘core’’ of drug remained

above its solubility limit. Although this model was originally
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designed for non-degradable and non-swellable systems, many

different matrices also produce diffusion/solubility-limited release

provided that other processes which influence release (e.g. degra-

dation, erosion, etc.) occur at a much slower rate than dissolution

and diffusion84,97–101 For such systems, the Higuchi equation

quantifies how agent solubility and matrix geometry effect release,

making it one of the first mathematical model-based ‘‘tools’’ for

controlled release. Over the past 50 years, mathematical models

have continued to quantify the fundamental mechanics of release

uncovered in experimental studies. Although past reviews12,13 have

adequately described the differences in mathematics and para-

digms of existing models, analysis of their implementation (e.g. the

description or prediction of experimentally acquired release data)

is needed to evaluate each model’s utility as a design tool.

In order to serve as an effective design tool, a mathematical

model must provide a means of predicting how changes in system

properties will affect the release of a given drug. This is an

important distinction, as many models, through regression, will

fit tri-phasic release data, while only predicting how one or two

system properties will affect release. As most system properties

only alter a single aspect or phase of release kinetics, this would

limit a model’s ability to tailor release kinetics. On the other end

of the spectrum, models accounting for too many system prop-

erties can be difficult to implement as a number of different

parameter values would be required for their successful solution.

Thus, as design tools, models can be categorized by the phases of

release that they effectively tune and then be evaluated for their

accuracy, applicability and ease of implementation.
3.1. Models for tuning initial burst release

3.1.1. Agent loading and copolymer ratio. Wong et al.

modeled the initial burst release of immunoglobulin G from

PLGA microparticles with varying drug loading and copolymer

composition.102 Analytical solutions to this diffusion–dissolution

model revealed a strong agreement to the first 50 days of release

data when values for the agent diffusivity and dissolution rate

constant were optimized to minimize sum-squared error. The low

variance in these optimized values may allow for the prediction

of burst release in systems with different loadings or copolymer

ratios. (As some of the collected data were lacking a lag phase, at

times, both of these properties appeared to impact the initial

burst kinetics.) Further work is required to determine if values

for agent diffusivity and dissolution rate will have to be calcu-

lated anew when attempting to predict the burst kinetics of other

proteins or polymer chemistries.

3.1.2. Agent loading, solubility. Small molecule release from

PLGA has been captured by a model that combines a Monte

Carlo description of dissolution and erosion with partial differ-

ential equations describing pore-mediated diffusion.103 This

model was successfully applied to 5-fluorouracil release data

from 104 kDa PLGA microspheres by optimizing values for

mean polymer lifespan and agent diffusivity. Importantly values

for loading, drug solubility and matrix size were specified for the

given microparticle system instead of being computed by

regression to release data. This should allow the model to predict

how changes in these system properties affect release, provided

that their perturbation does not significantly alter the optimized
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
values for mean polymer lifespan and agent diffusivity. While

this predictive ability has yet to be tested, experimental studies

suggest that altering the loading will effect the magnitude of the

initial burst (Section 2.1.1.3) and varying drug solubility will

effect burst kinetics (Section 2.1.1.4). (In like systems, matrix size

has been reported to effect the polymer degradation rate and, in

turn, its lifespan, while having little impact on release kinetics.104)

Future implementation of this model on single emulsion systems

(where agent solubility and loading have been experimentally

varied) would promote its utility as a design tool.

Zhang et al. have derived a detailed model for describing

mono-, bi-, and tri-phasic protein release profiles.105 To account

for this diversity in release behavior, this model actually contains

three different versions of its core equations optimized to

approximate a diverse range of experimentally observed erosion

behavior. Each version of the model’s equations was tested on

release data from systems with different erosion profiles. By

fitting the model first to mass loss (erosion) data, the most

appropriate version of its equations was determined and values

were computed for erosion rate constants. Then release data were

described by optimizing values for the initial tortuosity and

dissolution rate constant. Values for the remaining system

properties (agent solubility limit, initial diffusivity, microparticle

radius, drug loading, initial tortuosity and initial porosity) were

taken from the literature. Because sensitivity analysis shows that

the erosion mechanism can have a dramatic effect on release

kinetics, matrix-specific properties that are likely to effect erosion

(e.g. microparticle radius, initial porosity or initial tortuosity)

may prove a difficult means of precisely altering release. Fortu-

nately, this model still accounts for agent-specific system prop-

erties such as agent loading and solubility which can be used to

tune the magnitude and kinetics of the initial burst, respectively

(Sections 2.1.1.3 and 0).
3.2. Models for both burst release and the lag phase

3.2.1. Initial polymer molecular weight, irradiation. Diffu-

sion–erosion equations have been combined with empirical

correlations to predict the effects of post-fabrication, g-irradia-

tion on release.106 This model accurately fit bi-phasic release data

from aclarubicin or progesterone-loaded, PLA microparticles of

varying molecular weight or irradiation exposure, respectively.

Optimized parameter values for agent diffusivity, degradation

rate, lag duration, erosion and auto-catalysis were successfully

correlated to irradiation exposure and a further regression-free

prediction was made for a more heavily irradiated set of PLA

microparticles. This demonstrates that the model can success-

fully predict the experimentally observed effects of irradiation

exposure on release, namely increased burst rate and decreased

lag duration. It is likely that similar predictions could be made

for other agents and polyester matrix formulations if their

system-specific parameters (agent diffusivity, erosion half life

and degradation rate) are recalculated. With such adjustments,

this model could aid in the prediction of initial burst kinetics and

lag phase duration following irradiation exposure. It is possible

that equivalent correlations could be developed and used to

predict the effects of varying initial polymer molecular weight as

well.
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3.2.2. Polymer initial molecular weight, agent distribution.

Raman et al. modeled the effects of polymer initial molecular

weight and drug dispersion on piroxicam release from single

emulsion microparticles.107 The model combines diffusion–

reaction expressions with a correlation relating piroxicam

diffusivity to polymer molecular weight (D(Mw)) in order to

predict release while only needing to optimize one constant

(initial drug diffusivity), which accounts for the kinetics of initial

release. Its descriptions of release were accurate for the initial

burst and the lag phase, but deviated from the data as much as

15% at later points in time. This likely occurred because the

D(Mw) correlation requires extrapolation for polymer molecular

weights less than 5 kDa, an issue which could be resolved by

gathering data from lower molecular weight polymer matrices.

As implemented, this model can predict changes in burst kinetics

arising from drug distribution and changes in the lag phase

duration due to polymer initial molecular weight. With an agent

specific D(Mw) correlation and recalculated values for initial

diffusivity in place, this model could be used to predict the

performance of different drugs as well.
Fig. 6 Predictions of protein release from PLGA and PLA micropar-

ticles. (A) Model’s prediction (solid line) compares favourably with

glycoprotein release data (diamonds). (B) Estimations of tetanus toxin

release (solid line) capture the initial burst and lag phase of the data from

PLGA (crosses) and PLA (diamonds) microparticles. Reproduced with

permission of ref. 108.
3.3. Models for tuning tri-phasic release

3.3.1. Microparticle combinations. The aforementioned

model of piroxicam release has recently been extended by Ber-

chane et al. with an algorithm for tuning release kinetics by

mixing together different microparticle formulations at different

ratios.20 This algorithm was used to optimize (weighted sum

squared error) the component mass fractions in a mixture of

piroxicam loaded microparticles with different release behaviors

to produce entirely new profiles, from linear to multi-phasic

patterns. This technique could readily be adapted to generating

specific release profiles for any number of drugs provided that

a library of formulations with suitably diverse release behaviors

could be developed.

3.3.2. 19-Parameters (8 fitted and 11 measured). Batycky

et al. modeled tri-phasic protein release by piecing together

a number of analytical equations.108 This model successfully

predicted the release of glycoprotein 120 from PLGA micro-

spheres based on measured values for 19 different parameters

(Fig. 6A). Less rigorous predictions (using a number of estimated

parameters) for tetanus toxin release captured the initial burst

and lag phases but showed systemic deviations arising at just

15 to 45% of completion (Fig. 6B). This suggests that it is

important to precisely measure or derive values for all model

parameters if accurate predictions are to be made. Eight of these

parameters, such as effective drug diffusivity, rate of mesopore

formation or burst release fraction, can only be determined

through observation of the polymer matrix during in vitro

degradation, erosion and release assays. However, the remaining

eleven parameters correspond to system properties that are

commonly known or readily measured, namely microparticle

radius, initial porosity (micro, meso, and occlusion), pore size

distribution, polymer degradation rate, monomer molecular

weights, soluble oligomer number, drug radius, drug molecular

weight, and drug loading. Systemic sensitivity analysis, where

each of these parameters is independently varied, will help to
36 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 29–39
determine which system properties specified in this model can be

used to tune release.109

3.3.3. 4–6 Parameters. More recently, Rothstein et al. have

developed a model that describes up to 3 phases of release for

agents ranging in size from small molecules to viruses. Initial

regressive testing of this diffusion erosion model covered 10

different agents in 13 different microparticle formulations. The

resulting optimized values for agent diffusivity and lag duration

were accounted for with two correlations to complete a set of

system properties (polymer initial molecular weight, polymer

degradation rate, microparticle size, initial drug distribution, and

drug molecular weight) that allow the model to be solved without

regression. Subsequent regression free predictions were made for

4 different microparticle formulations with differing copolymer

ratios, initial molecular weights, agent types, matrix sizes, and

polymer chemistries. In all cases, these predictions capture the

magnitude of the initial burst and subsequent phases of release

(Fig. 7). However, the model does not account for effects of

dissolution on the initial burst kinetics as evident in its prediction

of BSA release from polyanhydride microparticles, which-over
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Fig. 7 Regression free predictions of release data from Rothstein et al.

(A) Melittin peptide release from PLGA microparticles and (B) bovine

serum albumin protein release from polyanhydride microparticles. In

each case the model’s prediction appear as a solid line and the experi-

mentally acquired release data are represented with asterisks. Repro-

duced with permission of ref. 19.
estimates burst rate by a factor of 5 (Fig. 7B). This shortcoming

did not hamper the model’s predictions for the release of

hydrophilic agents from PLGA microparticles (Fig. 7A). Based

on the accuracy of these predictions, this model provides means

for tuning the initial burst (via initial drug distribution and

matrix size), the lag phase (via polymer molecular weight and

degradation rate) and the final rate of release (via copolymer

ratio or blends).

Recently, the model by Rothstein et al. has been extended to

handle matrix implants and hydrophobic agents. This required

additional equations accounting for matrix hydration and drug

dissolution kinetics, but did not require adjustments for the

model’s empirical correlations. The new model was tested

successfully with regression free predictions of drug release from

2 polyanhydride and 2 poly(ortho ester) implants. However, the

mechanisms (hydration, dissolution, degradation, erosion and

diffusion) used in this model are fundamental to PLGA and PLA

matrices as well.8 Predictions for such implants can be made from

just the 4 readily attainable parameters (degradation rate, matrix

size, polymer initial molecular weight and agent molecular

weight) or alternatively 6 parameters (adding on values for agent
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
dissolution rate and maximum solubility) if release is limited by

dissolution as well.
3.4. Summary of mathematical models

Mathematical models have successfully described release data

from a number of different biodegradable matrix formulations.

As design tools these models predict anywhere from 1 to 3

phases of release. A few of these models18,19,108 can even be

solved without requiring regression to a system’s in vitro release

data. By predicting how tunable system properties effect each

phase of release, these models make real the possibility of

rationally designing the release kinetics of biodegradable

polymer matrices.
4. Conclusions

The literature presents a number of different approaches to

controlling drug release from polyester and polyanhydride

matrices. Empirical studies of release have produce methods for

independently tuning the different aspects of the standard tri-

phasic release profile. Mathematical models are beginning to

successfully correlate quantitative predictions of release kinetics

to physically tunable properties and conditions. Between

empirical and mathematical methods a number of different tools

have been developed to provide the means for precisely tuning

the release kinetics of a broad range of active agents.

Challenges in drug delivery still exist, such as the design of

systems with drug–materials interactions, or with rapid changes

release kinetics, and it is important to continue the development

of experimental and theoretical tools to handle these increasingly

complex scenarios as well as new agents and polymers. Such tools

may prove essential for a number of applications requiring

precise temporo-spatial control, including the delivery of growth

factors for regenerative medicine and the delivery of cytokines or

chemokines for immunotherapy. Furthermore, to better incor-

porate controlled release behavior into new therapeutics, tools

will also be needed for predicting in vivo performance of hydro-

lysable polymer matrices in various ways. Fortunately new

techniques such as live animal imaging may make it easier to

measure and compare in vivo release kinetics, helping researchers

understand how in vitro design tools might be applied to precisely

control the concentration of drug in a specific physiological

compartment over time. With continued advances to the design

‘‘tool-box’’, future scientists and engineers may someday tailor

controlled release formulations to provide specific dosing

kinetics to any given physiological compartment by simply

selecting correct materials and processing methods. This would

pave the way to not only to the broad-scale production of custom

release systems for any application, but perhaps even to patient-

specific, or ‘‘individualized’’, controlled release systems that can

be accompany individualized medicine in the future.
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